Particle transport and mixing in modulated traveling waves in a binary-fluid mixture heated from below is studied numerically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamic waves are of fundamental importance in many branches of physics, and both linear and nonlinear waves have been extensively studied. Less well studied, however, are the mixing and transport properties of such waves, which require a Lagrangian description.
As is well known, linear waves do not cause mass transport; nonlinearities are required to produce a nonvanishing Stokes drift. ' In addition, wave momentum or energy are transported if the waves break or dissipate. In the present paper we point out that quite simple waves may cause the fluid elements through which they pass to execute complex or chaotic motions leading to enhanced mixing and long-range transport. Such mixing occurs only in the coarse-grained sense, however, since fine mixing requires diffusion processes at the molecular level.
These processes, which allow interchange of mass between neighboring fluid elements, are absent at the level of idealization represented by the equations of hydrodynamics. At this level the problem, may, therefore, be formulated in terms of fluid elements, hereafter referred to as "particles, " which retain their identity during motion.
To make the above suggestion more concrete we focus on two-dimensional quasiperiodic waves in an incompressible fluid. Then the equations of motion for the particle trajectories can be written in the form of Hamilton's equations, aq (x, z, t) . aq (x, z, In this comoving frame, the TW stream function is independent of time, Po( g, g ) = g+ R cosg si-ng, (2) and depends on a single parameter, the TW amplitude R. Equation (2) describes a traveling wave which, in the laboratory frame, moves to the left with unit phase speed.
In the equations of motion for the particle trajectories, go plays the role of a two-dimensional autonomous Hamil- 
The perturbation contains three parameters: the amplitude 6, the ratio n of the modulation frequency to the TW frequency, and a phase 8. The behavior of particles in the separatrix layer appears dramatically in Fig. 3 ; the trajectories alternate between trapped episodes, appearing as horizontal segments, and untrapped episodes, appearing as steep segments with slopes comparable to those in the outer region. Segments with shallow slopes are composed of many short trapped and untr apped episodes. Both trapped and untrapped episodes of widely varying duration are visible in the separatrix layer. The island embedded in the separatrix layer, which is visible in Fig. 2 , is perpetually trapped and shall be considered to be part of the core. There also may be islands within the separatrix layer that are perpetually untrapped and are thus in the outer region. In this way, both the core and outer regions may be composed of several disconnected regions.
Particles in the core are carried large distances as they travel with the wave. Because they are trapped within the core, which is bounded by KAM curves, they do not mix with the surrounding fluid. Within the core itself, there is mixing due to isolated chaotic layers. This mixing is small since the chaotic layers are very thin for small 5. Of course, in any real system the wave train is of finite extent and the core is eventua11y carried to a region where the wave breaks down. At this point, it is possible that particles in the core will mix with the surrounding fluid. In addition, due to departures from the fluid approximation, mass can slowly diffuse across KAM curves. In the context of an idealized infinite wave train, however, particles in the core experience long-range transport but do not contribute to enhanced mixing.
Particles in the outer region are trapped in the backflow and carried large distances in the opposite direction of the wave. The wave-crest velocity is constant, as seen by the fact that trajectories appear as straight lines in Fig. 3 . Because the trajectories in the outer region travel at different velocities, the particles spread out as in a shear flow. The regular trajectories follow one-dimensional curves, and for small 6 the chaotic layers are very thin; hence the particles do not mix with one another. As in the core, departures from the fluid approximation allow mass to cross KAM surfaces resulting in a small degree of mixing.
The separatrix layer produces both long-range transport and relatively large enhanced mixing. A single trajectory consists of a sequence of trapped and untrapped episodes of varying duration. Thus, particles are picked up and carried with the wave for a while, then they are dropped and drift backwards (with respect to both the wave and the laboratory frame) for a while, and then they are picked up again, etc. In this way, particles from widely varying regions of the fluid are mixed together. In addition, particles which start nearby spread out rapidly.
As seen in Fig. 3 The trapped region T and the untrapped region 'M may be divided into disjoint regions Y, and V/"which are trapped and untrapped, respectively, for exactly n iterations of the time-T map, 'T= g '7", 7 8 "T"=0for mWn
The action of the time-T map is to take each T"+& into T, and Vl, +, into A" for n )0. T& "+'= -q, "+Sf" drI $0(gy(7), gy(r)), P, ((, (~), P, (r), 7+t ) I (12) where (g~(r), g~(r)) is the heteroclinic orbit y. We now note that the integral in Eq. (12) iterations of the map before t"+ "-t" = T.
The simplicity of the separatrix map is worth noting.
The map depends only on the Mel'nikov function and the period of the unperturbed orbits; it can thus be used to study the dynamics whenever a homoclinic or heteroclinic orbit is broken by a perturbation. Further, because these functions can be calculated in advance and stored, numerical iteration of the separatrix map is quite rapid. In fact, iterations of the separatrix map proceed 10 times faster than direct numerical integration of the equations of motion.
We judge the validity of the approximations used in the separatrix map by comparing iterations of the map with direct numerical integration of the equations of motion. Figure 8 conditions. The parameters are those of Fig. 8(a) .
the trapped and untrapped episode distributions. The complexity of the structure is striking; the distributions oscillate over five orders of magnitude in a few iterations. Figure 11 shows the smoothed untrapped episode distribution, along with the power-law decay obtained by a least-squares fit to a log-log plot of the distribution.
The decay exponents are 3.79 for the trapped episode distribution and 3.59 for the untrapped episode distribution.
The smaller decay exponent and larger rms deviation indicates that long untrapped episodes are more likely than long trapped episodes. These exponents are significantly larger than those reported in related studies employing k ))1. ' Distributions with long tails are ubiquitous in chaotic systems in which there are islands and chaotic layers. The position at time t of a particle starting at (x,y)=(0,yv) is (u(yo)t, yo). The horizontal spreading of particles is given by   FIG. 11 . Smoothed probability distribution of the duration of untrapped episodes obtained from that of Fig. 10(b) by averaging over episodes with duration of 1 to 20 iterations, 21 to 40 iterations, etc. The solid line is a fit of the smoothed distribution to a power-law decay with exponent 3.59.
VI. ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION
The dispersion of particles is measured by the mean square of the distance traveled bx (t) = ( [x(t) (16) where, for our purposes x (t) is a one-dimensional particle trajectory and the average is over initial conditions. The dependence of b,x (t) on t is often characteristic of the type of process responsible for the dispersion.
A random process such as Brownian motion induces a spreading in particle trajectories in which the meansquare distance depends linearly on the time. In this case, one can define a diffusion coefficient Fig. 9 will wind around the core (cylinder) during its stay near the boundary, and hence be trapped (untrapped). This picture is complicated by the fact that the bounding KAM curves approach /=0 (see Fig. 9 ). Nevertheless, the hierarchy of cantori produces a large distribution in the times for which trajectories remain near the bounding KAM curves, resulting in the long tails in the distribution of trapped and untrapped episodes. Fig. 12 ; we judge that the exponent is close to its asymptotic value when N=3. 2X10 . This large value of N precludes the possibility of measuring the diffusion exponent by direct numerical integration of the equations of motion. One must take into account the fact that an initial condition may lie within an island embedded in the separatrix layer, and thus be perpetually trapped or untrapped, and properly in the core or outer region, respectively. In Fig. 12 
